
Supplemental Table 1 
 
 
Locomotion     
Can move both arms and both legs   
Can turn from prone to supine position.   
Can sit up without help and sit freely.   
Can drive the wheelchair without help.   
Can walk stairs up and down holding onto something (banister, stick). 
Can walk without holding onto something.   
Can walk stairs up and down without holding onto something. 
Can ride a bicycle without training wheels.   
Can travel alone on bus or train.    
Has a driver’s license for a car or a motorbike.  
Can drive a car in a foreign city.    
     
Eating/Drinking     
Can differentiate between edible and non-edible things.  
Can drink from a cup/mug without help.   
Can eat with a spoon.     
Can spread a slice of bread.    
Can cook a simple meal.     
Maintains balanced nutrition.    
   
 
Body Care      
Wears diapers during the day.    
Wears diapers during the night.    
Can wash his/her hands.    
Can button own clothing.    
Can use the toilet independently.    
Can have a shower or bath without help.   
Can dress independently.    
Can cut her/his nails independently.   
    
 
Communication     
Can hear.     
Understands subsequential events   
(e.g. "we will go for a walk after lunch"). 
Speaks single words.     
Creates simple sentences.    
Speaks of her/himself as "I" or "me".   
Uses past and future tense correctly.    
Can dial and have a conversation on the telephone.  
Can tell a long story.     
Can read a watch/clock.     
Can discuss issues with argument and counter-argument.  
Speaks a second language. 
  
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Read/Write/Calculate  
Distinguishes between one and many.    
Can count to three.    
Understands a picture-book story. 
Writes single words without copying.    
Can make calculations up to 100.    
Reads simple books.     
Can tell the date correctly.    
Can write a short letter.     
Has published in the last year.    
Can calculate probabilities. 
 
General Independence    
Can see.      
Can stay alone at least for one hour.    
Can sleep alone in the dark with the door closed.   
Knows his/her address.     
Can go shopping by her/himself.    
Can go alone to an administrative office.   
Lives independent from parents/nursing care.   
Earns his/her own money.    
Provides leadership in a department / company.   
 
 
 
 
 
 


